


Half Turn and Quarter Turn

When we describe direction, we can use the 
language of ‘quarter turn’ and ‘half turn’.

Half TurnQuarter Turn



Quarter Turn
A quarter turn or rotation of one right angle.

One right angle = 90 degrees

1 right angle

quarter-turn 
clockwise

90˚



Quarter Turn
A quarter turn or rotation of one right angle.

One right angle = 90 degrees

1 right angle

quarter-turn 
anticlockwise

90˚



Quarter Turn
A quarter turn or rotation of one right angle.

One right angle = 90 degrees



Quarter Turn
A quarter turn or rotation of one right angle.

One right angle = 90 degrees



Monday Activity time. Rotating Dinah 
using quarter turns in a clockwise 

direction
I am going to practise my quarter turns using the angle and position vocabulary. I 

have taken a photo each time that I have rotated with my favourite dinosaur Dinah.  
Use your favourite toy to practise using the language too. 

Starting 
position 



Activity time. Rotating Dinah using 
quarter turns in an anti clockwise 

direction
I am going to practise my quarter turns using the angle and position vocabulary. I 
have taken a photo each time that I have rotated Dinah.  Use your favourite toy to 

practise using the language too. 

Starting 
position



Tuesday Activity 

Go outside and create a pathway for someone in your family to follow. You could
use chalks or arrows. Using the mathematical language clockwise, anticlockwise 
and quarter turns guide them around your pathway. Here is a simple example with 
some photos to help you.  Can you guess who was hiding at the end?!

1)Walk 
Forward 
2 steps

2) Quarter     
turn 
clockwise

3) Walk 
forward 
2 steps

3) Quarter
turn
anticlockwise



4) 
Forward 
3 steps

5) Quarter turn 
anticlockwise

6)Walk 
forward 
2 steps

7) End! Look 
who it is! 
Dinah!

You could take photos of your directions 
like I did and write the directions for your 
partner to follow. You could even record a 
video of your partner following your 
directions. Hope you all have as much fun 
as Dinah and Miss B had!



Wednesday tips
Lydia goes to the shop and buys three cars.  She pays with a £1 coin how 
much change does she have? Show your thinking.  Ask your parents for 
ten 10 pence coins to help you. 

First you need to find the 
total of the three cars.
Show your thinking.

£1 is the same as 10 x 10p coins  we can use 10 pence coins to help work out 
the change. 

Take away or cover the total amount that Lydia has spent and 
you will be able to see how much money she has in change. 
Show your thinking. 



Thursday activity 
The Puzzling Sweet Shop
Rosie went into the sweet shop with 10p to spend.

There were chews for 2p, mini eggs for 3p, Chocko bars for 5p and lollypops for 7p.

What could she buy if she wanted to spend all her money?
Alice, James, Katie and Henry went into the shop too. They each had 20p to spend and 

they all spent all of their money.
Alice bought at least one of each kind of sweet. Which one did she have two of?

James spent his money on just one kind of sweet, but he does not like chews. Which sweets 
did he buy?

Katie bought the same number of sweets as James but she had 3 different kinds. Which 
sweets did she buy?

Henry chose 8 sweets. What could he have bought?



Friday Brainteaser 
Turning Man – Parent Guide 
https://nrich.maths.org/5560/note
Why do this problem?

This problem is intended to help children who are confident about turning themselves a quarter or half turn, but find it difficult 
to relate this to quarter or half turns in a picture or diagram. The Turning Man is a "halfway house" between these two.

Possible approach
Young children need plenty of opportunities to turn themselves before they are able to apply the ideas to other things. By way of 
introduction, you could work with them in a large space, perhaps outside, asking them to turn by different amounts physically. 
They can find it difficult to visualise turning and this problem, with the interactivity, offers a bridge.

If you do not use the interactivity, you could print off this sheet of men and give each child, or pair, one man. You could have 
your own man pinned to the board and demonstrate how he can be rotated, in quarter turns. You will probably need to ask the 
children to turn their man in the same way before going on to pose questions orally with them. Children could then work in pairs 
on the challenges by moving their man on the table.

Key questions
Which way round does the man turn?
Where will he be after one, two, three ... turns? 
Possible extension
This problem could be extended by asking pupils to predict what the man will look like after a certain number of turns - they 
could then check using the interactivity or a paper copy of the man.

https://nrich.maths.org/5560/note
http://nrich.maths.org/public/viewer.php?obj_id=5560&part=index
http://nrich.maths.org/public/viewer.php?obj_id=5560&part=index
https://nrich.maths.org/content/id/5560/Turning man.pdf




Half Turn
A half turn or rotation of two right angles.

Two right angles = 180 degrees

2 right angles

half-turn 
clockwise

180˚



Half Turn
A half turn or rotation of two right angles.

Two right angles = 180 degrees

2 right angles

half-turn 
anticlockwise

180˚



Half Turn
A half turn or rotation of two right angles.

Two right angles = 180 degrees




